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Project Description
The lesson plans for this project are based around a work themed unit for my school’s
Intermediate class. A typical unit from the curriculum is two weeks, and since the Intermediate
class is Monday through Thursday, there are a total of eight lesson plans for classes that are two
hours long. This two-week unit is taken directly from the Intermediate curriculum at my school,
and centers around the theme of work as a guiding topic. Week 1 focuses on various jobs and
their related skills and requirements, and highlights the modal verbs can, must and should. Week
2 focuses on the job interview process and highlights the future tense. The majority of the
materials used in creating these lessons are actual materials that my school provides for
instructors, both staff and volunteer, to use in class. Some of the materials provided are ones that
I created myself, but I have described how they came to be created in the lesson plan to
demonstrate how they can easily be replicated.
The Intermediate Curriculum includes an overview at the beginning for
volunteer-instructors to read through. This overview describes the intentions behind making the
ELL curricula for my school, and it offers guidance for how volunteer-instructors and
staff-instructors may use their curricula to create lesson plans. Following the overview is the
two-week work unit that the lesson plans are based on. Each day of the unit includes objectives
and the necessary materials. Linked below are the completed lesson plans and their materials.
Lesson Plans - Two-Week Work Unit
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